
The Let’s talk parents tool:

Disability human rights monitoring



The mandate

The White Paper on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (WPRPD) invites persons with
disabilities and their families to take up a monitoring role to realise this legislation into law. This
includes rights-based advocacy and research for the promotion of the rights of persons with
disabilities at national, provincial and local level, the monitoring of the implementation of the
WPRPD as well as sector policies.

The WPRPD documents the urgency to include persons with disabilities in all design, planning,
implementation and monitoring of policies and programmes Government institutions at all
levels and contexts of governance must consult relevant representative organisations of
persons with disabilities (inclusive of parent organisations) in the design, budgeting,
implementation and monitoring of legislation, programmes and services to the public in
general, as well as services and programmes designed specifically for persons with disabilities.

It encourages the strengthening of monitoring systems to track access to the justice system for
people with disabilities. This system should ensure barrier free access to justice with specific
attention to other barriers faced by persons with intellectual and psychosocial disabilities and
their resulting discrimination due to decision-making or legal capacity, lack of assessments and
other relevant issues.

Act local, think Global

The Let’s talk parents human rights monitoring tool1 is an e-Tech innovation that offers the
opportunity to ordinary South Africans to engage with these complex legislating documents in
a user-friendly way based on lived experiences of persons with disabilities and their families.
The tool has been designed to monitor the implementation of the WPRPD whilst being
conscious of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) and the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD).

The tool is based on the mapping of these key pieces of information so that each pillar of the
White Paper is directly linked to a UNCRPD article(s) and SDG(s). Therefore, by monitoring a
strategic pillar of the White Paper, it is possible to understand which Article of the CRPD as well
as which SDG is indirectly monitored as well.

For example, in the picture below when a parent of a child with a disability choses to monitor
access to a public building, under pillar 1 in the Let’s Talk Parents Tool- they are in turn
monitoring WPRPD pillar 1, CRPD article 9 on Accessibility, and both SDGs 9 and 11 on
Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure and Sustainable Cities and Communities respectively.

1 Please take note that an equivalent tool, Let’s talk nothing without me, is in its final stages of
design which offers persons with disabilities the opportunity to monitor themselves.



In practise, monitoring looks like the following:



The tool is available as an App on the Google Play Store (App Store in development) which
offers the ability to monitor 6 of the pillars of the White Paper. For example, when monitoring
Pillar one, the following questions will be available on the Let’s Talk Parents tool.

Please select the topic in Pillar 1 you would like to monitor

1.1 Access to public roads, pavements and transport
1.2 Disaster (fire, floods)
1.3 Assistive technology (wheelchairs, glasses, etc)
1.4 Sign language

1.1 Access to public roads, pavements and transport
Due to my child's disability they were not able to access the following public building or
space:

1. School
2. Clinic/Hospital
3. Library
4. Parks/Play parks/Beaches
5. Markets & Shopping centers
6. Restaurants
7. Toilets
8. Side walks
9. Public Transport
10. Post Office
11. Theatres, Cinemas & Museums



Live results:

We are not able to move around safely on public roads & pavements, because:

1. There’s no tactile paving on the pavements or walkway
2. The robots don’t have a pedestrian button or audio feedback
3. They are unable to use the pavement or walkway (e.g. they cannot get over the curb)
4. There are no pedestrian crossings
5. There isn't a pavement/walkway

Live results:

Pillar one of the white paper correlates to certain SDG’s as well as Articles of the UNCRPD:

SDG 9, 11, 13



9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster
innovation

UNCRPD 9, 11, 13, 20, 21

Article 9: Accessibility This article emphasises that State Parties have legal obligations to
ensure accessibility to persons with disabilities. In this vein, the development and
implementation of national laws and policies that advance accessibility must be promoted.
Accessibility can also be achieved by ensuring that services and information are tailored to
the needs of persons with disabilities; by requiring the participation and inclusion of persons
with disabilities; and by

Key planning documents (such as the National Development Plan and The Medium Term
Strategic Framework as below) are used to measure the progress to reach the goals of the
White Paper, including the domestication of the White Paper itself, by 2030. This is a key
process and document to facilitate disability law into practise and decision making, and in the
process, realise the rights of people with disabilities and their families. The results above, are
therefore also a feedback tool to the Government on how far we are in achieving our goals
towards 2030.

# Policy Directive 2015 - 2019
Target

2020 - 2030
Target

Lead agency

1.2 Access to the built environment

1.2.1 Conduct universal design
audits of all existing
infrastructure …. For the
use of people with
disabilities

100% of public
sector owned &
leased buildings
audited with
qualified &
costed
implementation
plans for
retrofitting
completed

DPW
Legislatures

1.2.2 Developm a financing
strategy to retrofit existing
infrastructure

Strategy & plan
approved
Financing
mechanisms
finalised

100%
expenditure /
uptake of
financing
mechanisms

NT

IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX 2015 - 2030 (Approved by Cabinet on 9 December 2015)



By having live results of monitoring, Government and advocacy organisations are able to report
on the policy directives planned with the aim to rectify the White Paper by 2030. This also
offers the Government the rare opportunity to have an indication which parts of legislation need
attention and budget allocations.

By monitoring, parents of children with disabilities and persons with disabilities themselves,
have the opportunity to raise their voices and monitor their lived experiences. At the same time
South Africa has the opportunity to report on the implementation of the UNCRPD and SDGs.

The parent network -A National Network of Monitoring Parents

Currently, most monitoring is taking place through the parent network. The network is therefore
a tool for advocacy and has played a significant role in referrals to services. Partnering with
Advocacy and Human rights organisations, are now vital to expand the reach into local
communities and at the same time, refer parents of children with disabilities and persons with
disabilities to the network. This tool can ideally form part of human rights monitoring in other
spheres.

Through building networks of support, we can change the narrative of disability inclusion. We
can start by creating and empowering networks of parent champions. The network aims to:

● Achieve agency through a dynamic mix of bonding and bridging ties and develop the
social capital to support sustainable change

● Recognizing the socio-economic and physical challenges of mobilizing the families of
people with disabilities in low resource communities, this will be achieved through
creating a (virtual) community

● Frequently interact and support one another, get tips and information from practitioners
and experts to prepare for and navigate the current situation

● Create a sense of belonging that hopefully makes it easier for them to adapt and thrive
despite all the changes

By leveraging the network's model and structure, the intention is to shift a culture of problem
reporting to that of ‘mother monitors’ through which parents actively monitor the
implementation of the white paper. The long term outcome is therefore system innovation. The
network is 100% driven by mothers of children with disabilities and persons with disabilities.



The parent network and the Let’s talk parent tool are found on the principles of participatory
action learning and action for achieving sustainable social change in communities with
complex needs. The network’s ethos is based on this paradigm, leading to co-creation of
knowledge and practical outcomes that are beneficial for communities. Shifting the power back
to parents and ordinary South Africans, stops the hierarchical power dynamics embedded in
the history of disability and the medical model practise. Through monitoring the implementation
of the WPRPD, countries find solutions as they respond to their own as well as their families’
own concerns and to create a shared, active and political space for learning and development
to happen.



Further information:

1. The parent network explained, please click here
2. How to use the Let’s talk parent tool, please click here
3. A South African story of a family with a child with a disability, please click here
4. Annual impact report 2019, please click here
5. Comprehensive impact report 2020, please click here
6. Lighter version of the 2020 impact report, please click here
7. Research papers & published articles:

● Project 1: An advocacy project: A cost analysis of the disability related costs
borne by families of children with mobility disabilities. Unpublished. Please click
here for access

● Project 2: Barriers to inclusion. A case study: Swartland & Witzenberg regions
Western Cape. Unpublished. Please click here for access

● Project 3: Disability inclusion in the Northern Cape – A community based
intervention, to optimise the impact of wheelchair services. Published in the
South African Health Review 2020. Please click here for access

● Project 4: More than just assistive devices: how a South African social
enterprise creates an environment of inclusion. Published in the International
journal of environmental research and public health. Please click here for
access

Thank you for this opportunity to engage with you. We are looking forward to your response
and suggested next steps. For more information, please feel free to contact me at
erna@shonaquipSE.org or 072 969 8562

https://youtu.be/T3xNVEGawrk
https://youtu.be/cAronlyfFoo
https://youtu.be/0bAXDS7FHks
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14sPKGE-lp86X00h4LvS5S24hda_Ciefa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14sPKGE-lp86X00h4LvS5S24hda_Ciefa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XoCQ7K4C0qStFESUjK_pkE66pLAa80Ha/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KyJwqIA-NcBU_UlwaBYUz2VTE3KQ-uRJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KyJwqIA-NcBU_UlwaBYUz2VTE3KQ-uRJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SR_x80s3xbuUztBBhNYEQdbzYjTzvsVn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cxyjqs39CqumS8feTFCa2itHk6sJuzah/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HKPan_TQbKYE3IjGuzpNLIYGoR1oDaUb/view?usp=sharing
mailto:erna@shonaquipSE.org
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